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• History of banking industry
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• Emerging trends in Banking
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• Banking crisis
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• Causes of bank failures
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• Challenges to banks
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• Current developments in Banking Sectors

(A) Preindependence
history

(B) Postindependence
history

•
•
•
•

Presidency banks
Paper currency Act, 1861
Reserve bank of India Act, 1934
Indian companies (Amendment) Act, 1936

• Phase I: Early years of independence (1947-1969)
• Phase II: (1969-1991)
• Phase III: Banking sector reforms since 1991

Commercial banking in India during
the pre-independence period was largely
characterized by the existence of private banks
organized as joint stock companies. The PreIndependence Phase i.e. before 1947. Banking
system commenced in India with the foundation
of Bank of Hindustan in Calcutta (now Kolkata) in
1770 which ceased to operate in 1832. (2) Oudh
Commercial Bank (1881-1958) – the ﬁrst
commercial bank of India. While some others
like Bank of Bengal.
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Presidency banks

2.

Prepare currency Act, 1861

3.

Reserve bank of India Act, 1934

4.

Indian companies (Amendment) Act, 1936

1.

Phase I: Early year of independence (1947-1969)

At the time of independence, the Indian banking system was weak.
The entire banking sector was in the private sector and the credit requirements
of agriculture and other needy sectors were ignored.
2.

Phase II: (1969-1991)

This was the Second Phase of the Banking Evolution. It set the stage
for the Banking Sector to grow exponentially. The most signiﬁcant development
in this phase was the Nationalization of the Banks. The need for Nationalization
of Banks was of utmost importance.
3.

Phase III: Banking sector reforms since 1991

The period beginning from the early 1990s witnessed the
transformation of the banking sector as a result of ﬁnancial sector reforms that
were introduced as a part of the structural reforms initiated in 1991.
Objectives of the banking sector reforms:
a)

Enabling measures

b)

Strengthening measure

c)

Institutional measures

Liberalization and deregulation of the ﬁnancial sector, the use of technology and the
changing nature of customers who are time quality and price conscious as well as demanding in a
number of other ways has led to new era in the banking sector. With the development of banking
institution various systems of banks have come into existence. They (banking system) are:
➢ Branch
➢ Unit

banking

banking

➢ Group

banking

➢ Chain

banking

➢ Correspondent
➢ Investment
➢ Mixed

➢ Local

banking

banking

➢ Deposit
➢ Virtual

banking

banking

banking

area banking

➢ Universal

banking

➢ Electronic

banking

➢ International

banking

Banking crisis,
1913:

Banking Crisis,
1938:

Banking Crisis,
1946-47:

A banking crisis that
occurred during 1913
revealed weakness of
the banking system
such as the
maintenance of an
unduly low proportion
of cash and other
liquid assets, and to
the companies in
which the directors
were interested.

The failure of the
Travancore National
and Quilon bank (TNQ
bank) in the middle of
1938 created a public
scare. The banking
crisis of 1938 was
largely a localized
affair conﬁned to
South India.

In 1946-47, India faced
another, banking crisis
following the failure of
ABC Bank, the
Exchange Bank of
India and Africa and
the Nath Bank in
Calcutta.

Lack of
capital

Absence
of control

Growth of
small
banks

competition

Bank
Failures

Speculative
dealings

Unsound
lending
policy

Ineﬃcient
Management

Low cash
restore

CHALLENGES

Proﬁtability
Risk Management
Management of NPA
Competition
Preventing Customers Defection
Reforming Human Resources

Some of the recent development in banking sectors are:

Usage of
technology

Payment
and
Settlement
system

Financial
inclusion

Mobile
banking

New
players

Micro,
small,
medium
Enterprises
(MSMEs)

Nonbanking
ﬁnancial
company
(NBFCs)

No frills
account

Micro
ﬁnance
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